1...CASUALTY
JOHN BALLANTYNE
082210
Officer and medics responded to a report of an ill female. Female refused medical transport and was provided an escort by an officer.

2...SUSPICIOUS PERSON
SOUTHWEST HALL
082210
Officer responded to a report of two subjects going through the dumpster. Subjects were interviewed and revoked from campus.

3...CASUALTY
MAIN LIBRARY
082210
Officer responded to a report of a female subject who hit her head while skateboarding. Subject refused medical but was checked by a nurse practitioner on scene.

4...THEFT
SOUTHWEST HALL
082210
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

5...DISTURBANCE
MORRIS CHAPEL
082210
Officer reported a family disturbance. Officer assisted and initiated a report.

6...SUSPICIOUS PERSON
MAIN LIBRARY
082210
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male subject holding a bottle of alcohol. Officers responded and made contact. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

7...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
TOWNHOUSE C SECTION
082210
Officers responded to a report of an unknown subject who kicked the rear door of the residence. Officer initiated a report.

8...FIELD CHECKOUT
LOT 1
082210
Officers conducted a checkout on two subjects in the area. Both subjects were interviewed and warned.
9...FIELD CHECKOUT ATCHLEY WALKWAY 082310
Officer conducted a checkout on two subjects. Subjects were counseled.

10...FIELD CHECKOUT PACIFIC HOUSE 082310
Officer conducted a checkout on a female subject going through the dumpster. Subject was interviewed and warned for trespassing.

11...VANDALISM BROOKSIDE HOUSE 082310
Officer responded to a report of possible juveniles throwing rocks in the area which broke a window. Officer was unable to locate the suspects and initiated a report.

12...THEFT OFF CAMPUS 082310
Officer responded to report of a Pacific student who stole two bottle of alcohol. Officer arrested the subject who was cited and released.

13...VEHICLE ACCIDENT LOT 20 082310
Officers responded to a report of a vehicle accident. Both drivers exchanged information.

14...FIRE MC CAFFREY CENTER 082310
Officer responded to a report of a smoking trash can. Officer arrived and extinguished.

15...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT WEBER HALL 082310
Officer flagged down on a report of a broken window panel. Officer requested a repair request.

16...VEHICLE ACCIDENT DE ROSA CENTER 082310
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle that struck the brick wall. Owner of the vehicle contacted DPS and reported hitting the wall. Officer made contact and initiated a report.

17...FIELD CHECKOUT BONNIE & STADIUM 082310
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was interviewed and warned.

19...DISTURBANCE OFF CAMPUS 082310
Officers responded to a report of a disturbance between two Pacific students on Fog Bank Ct. Officers assisted both parties.
20...FIELD CHECKOUT  LOT 6  082410
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was interviewed and revoked.

21...NOISE COMPLAINT  DAVE BRUBECK  082410
Officers responded to residents being loud at the Drake Apartments. Officer reported both subjects are Pacific students and will be cited if officers have return.

22...THEFT  DE ROSA CENTER  082510
Staff reported a stolen bike from the area. Officer located the suspect who was arrested via citation and released to a parent.

23...THEFT  PACIFIC & KNOLES  082510
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject who was in possession of Pacific property. Subject admitted to taking the chair without authorization.

24...NARCOTICS  TOWNHOUSES  082510
Staff reported a strong odor of marijuana. Officers responded and initiated a report.

25...THEFT  BROOKSIDE HOUSE  082510
Victim reported her laptop stolen from her locked office. Officer responded and initiated a report.

26...FIELD INTERVIEW  LOT 6  082610
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked.

27...UNIVERSITY REG  CASA WERNER  082610
Staff reported two subjects smoking marijuana. Officer initiated a report.

28...ALCOHOL TRANSPORT  LOT 29  082710
Officer reported a female down. Medics requested and female was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

29...VANDALISM  MC CAFFREY CENTER  082710
Officer was flagged down on a report of three juveniles who vandalized the men’s restroom. One of the juveniles also hit a female on her buttock while riding away on his bicycle. The female victim also reported the incident to DPS. All three were cited for vandalism and one subject was cited for sexual battery.
30...NOISE COMPLAINT PACIFIC AVE 082710
Officer responded to a loud party call. Officer contacted the residents who were advised and party was cleared out.
31...NOISE COMPLAINT MARIPA OA RD 082710
Officer responded to a loud party call. Officer advised the party was clearing out.
32...ALCOHOL TRANSPORT GRACE COVELL 082810
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject vomiting blood. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.
33...SUSPICIOUS PERSON DE ROSA UNIVERSITY 082810
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male subject going into the men’s restroom. Officers responded and subject was warned.
34...ALCOHOL TRANSPORT JOHN BALLANTYNE 082810
Officers responded to a report of an intoxicated female. Officers requested medics and female was transported to a local hospital.
35...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PACIFIC HOUSE 082810
Officers responded to a report of two subjects going through the dumpster. Both subjects were interviewed, warned and revoked from campus.